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The valuable criteria for identification of the soil profile form and its
functional properties were determined by interpretation of radarograms
obtained in the course of georadiolocated profiling of different territories
using the geophysical device “Loza-B”. Apart from a standard set of
methods for digital processing of radarograms and constructing a temporary profile of changes in the reflected impulse amplitude along the
direction of its sounding and transformation with depth it is suggested to
use the information on changing the dynamic characteristics of the wave
field in homogenous media. It involves the data about splash of the wave
field, determination of diffraction points corresponded to horizons and
objects, calculation of the frequency characteristics for distribution of
reflected signals in the soil profile. The periodical sequence of picks
within the amplitude spectrum is characteristic of the simple homogenous layer. Changes in the thickness of the soil horizon are studied by
amplitude maximum of reflected impulses in the radarogram. The procedure of soil verification based upon the comparison of real soil profiles
with standard within the framework of a definite classifier is conducted
by statistic methods for calculating the polynomial functions of trend
values of the signal amplitude according to its duration. The statistical
processing includes calculation of mean values, standard deviations and
the distribution frequency of signal amplitude connected with the layer
width and the amount of signal oscillations. The indices of spectral Furie
transformation (frequency, period, spectral density) along with trend
characteristics of polynomial modulations are considered as the major
criteria for the two-staged identification of soils. In spite of attractive
pattern of Furie spectral transformation the calculation of trend models
and testing the results should be testified by data obtained for soil profiles in field.
Keywords: amplitude of reflected impulse, georadar, identification, soil,
radarogram, spectral density, trend.
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The principle of georadar action is based upon sounding of the
earth surface at different depth by electromagnetic impulses with the
view of identifying the differences between the media with varying dielectric permeability by the reflected signal [2, 11, 17, 18]. This approach
is considered as one of the trends in gnoseologic knowledge of natural
objects including the soil cover and spatial organization of the territory.
The mechanism responsible for territorial organization and its vector
component are very important for elaborating the models of natural objects. Just the factor of universality, small expenses, the high speed of
field studies prove to be priority in the use of the given trend for realizing
different economic and ecological projects in the country.
Over the last decades the georadiolocation method has becoming
increasingly common in studying the underground media. The great experience has been gained in conducting the field work, in processing and
interpreting the data obtained by this method. Georadar is widely
adopted now in geology, building, archaeology, ecology, etc. [12].
This method is also applicable in soil studies being associated with
the specific functioning of the soil body as a system of interrelated genetic horizons, a system of soil regimes, the fertility and development in
the homogeneous geological medium (the parent rock) [1, 3, 6, 7, 15].
But some correctives are required for processing of radarograms and
their interpretation.
However, the georadar technologies cannot be applied in soil science on a large scale because there are no methods for soil identification;
the verification criteria for diagnostic parameters of soil bodies are absent to construct the models demonstrating the behavior of electromagnetic impulses in the subsurface medium. In some publications an opinion is expressed that it is impossible to elaborate such criteria because
the forms of sounded and reflected impulses are created by the proper
medium without account of requirements to the determination of typical,
objective and comparative criteria [10].
Practically all the available programs for processing of georadar
data have a definite set of procedures designed for digital processing of
signals – frequency filtration, smoothing, signal rounding, definite visualization parameters, etc. There are also programs, in which the possibility is realized for automated selecting and analyzing the field of reverse
dissipation and construction of the profile by using several attributes of
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the wave field and parameters of the studied medium [10]. However, it
is insufficient to determine the valuable criteria for soil identification by
analyzing the dynamic characteristics of radarograms (amplitude, frequency, etc.). For instance, it is rather difficult to diagnose the studied
soil at a great depth due to the homogeneity of the parent rock, because
the synphasic axes1 are absent.
This study is aimed at elaborating the technology of interpreting
the data of georadar profiling to assess the form, properties and status of
soils and soil cover.
INVESTIGATION METHODS
In the course of georadiolocated studies the analysis and processing of data obtained by the geophysical device “Loza-B” were made
by using the special program Krot [15–17]. The processing algorithm
involves determination of parameters for georadar profiles (block 2),
digital processing of data in two options including vertical and horizontal
one-dimensional filtration (block 3), the average speed of wave distribution in the ground (block 4), boundaries of layers with varying dielectric
permeability drown by hand. The interpretation of results obtained by
georadar sounding permits to transform the time scale into the depth one
[12]. The results of sounding in the wave field are presented in pictures
of colored or gray hue.
The palette of 128 colors permits to obtain a visual picture of amplitude-phase characteristics of georadar profile. This preliminary processing of radarograms is characteristic of all the georadiolocated studies
independent on objectives and objects.
To obtain the information on changes in the soil profile, apart from
the above processing it is necessary to analyze additionally the dynamic
characteristics of its wave field. This analysis is made within the framework of identifying the spatial-temporary perturbations in the field of
reflected impulses, restoring the diffraction points as coincided with local horizons and objects, determining the frequency characteristics of
electromagnetic irregular and regular reflected waves.

Synphasic axe – a line in radarogram, connecting the local maximal values of
the reflected impulses amplitude in the same phase in interval of its registration.
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If the thickness of the studied object consists of dielectric contrasting rocks, it is possible to observe in radarograms the synphasic axes
as coincided with the boundaries of the soil profile differentiation.
In case of changing the rocks the synphasic axes being
corresponded to the studied boundaries are hardly observed or absent in
radarograms. By this reason, the processing of data cannot be based only
on a definite impulse form; the possible variations of parameters are
required. To avoid this situation in soil studies the procedure of soil
verification based upon the comparison of real soil profiles with standard
ones using a definite classifier is conducted by statistical methods for
calculating the polynomial functions of trend values of the signal
amplitude according to its duration. In this case the statistical processing
includes calculation of average values, standard deviations and the
distribution frequency of signal amplitude connected with the layer
width and the amount of signal oscillations. The obtained parameters are
simulated by means of the method of InverseDistance, power-2 in
program Voxler 3.
Spectral transformations of data obtained by georadar sounding
are promising to elaborate the criteria for soil identification. The indices
of spectral Furie transformation (frequency, period, spectral density)
along with trend characteristics of polynomial modulations are considered as the major criteria for the two-staged identification of soils.
The heterogeneous pattern of the soil profile is detected by digital
data of the oscillatory impulse, the function of which crosses repeatedly
the zero- axis. The fractal analysis of the given function is made by using
Herst index and fractal dimension. The processing of data allows compiling synthetic maps of spatial allocation of fractal indices at the territory of the studied objects.
These methods and criteria for soil identification make it possible
to give a spatial-geometrical assessment of soil contours, the possible
application of GIS-technologies in 3D-visualization of georadar data, the
use of mathematical and statistical methods with the view of assessing
the variation of georadar data about the soil properties and their interaction with crop yield [5, 11].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Criteria for identification of the particle-size distribution of
grounds and their moisture. The penetration depth of electromagnetic
waves is determined by electrical resistance and dielectrical permeability
of grounds. To detect the depth of boundaries between different media
and objects it is necessary to know the distribution speed of the wave
within the studied medium. The moisture and the content of mineral salts
deteriorate the conditions for distribution of electromagnetic waves, thus
decreasing the maximal depth of sounding. The dielectrical permeability
of the ground is functionally connected with the moisture and texture of
rocks [4]. These data permitted to compile a nomogram to show changes
in the speed of electromagnetic impulse for different categories of the
moisture in texture-differentiated rocks (Fig. 1).

1
2

Fig 1. Changes in the impulse speed and dielectrical permeability of grounds
with varying particle-size distribution for moisture categories (1 – maximal hygroscopicwater; 2 – minimum field capacity).
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The calculated indices of dielectrical permeability of the ground
and the distribution speed of impulse in the underground medium are
criteria for identification of grounds according to the particle-size distribution and moisture. Their visualization in radarograms is shown by specific pictures (Fig. 2)
Electromagnetic profiling and identification of local artificially
originated objects. Georadar allows identifying the objects according to
permeability and conductivity. These properties are inherent to objects
of artificial origin in the ground: buried underground constructions and
even objects of 5–10 cm in size.
The sounding results are demonstrated on the screen as a reflection profile of boundaries between the media in dependence on signal
time. The profile composes of separate reflections obtained in every
measuring point. The time of electromagnetic wave depends on the depth
of the reflected surface and the distribution speed of wave in the ground.
As an example let us consider the georadar profiling in the cutting
steppe at the territory of Central State natural reservation in the Kursk
region.
Some radarograms revealed synphasic axes at different depth
(Fig. 3). Connecting the points of these axes it seemed possible to identify the surface of local object of 100×20 m at a depth of 2 to 5 m.
Analysis of reflected wave functions along the ways of georadar
profiling. The major information on the medium contains the amplitude
of the reflected impulse, its polarity, resting time and width of oscillations. The radarogram presents positions of many reflected signals; maximal amplitudes of reflected signals having a local distribution pattern

Sands
Loams
Clay
Fig. 2. Visualization of parameters for reflected impulses, characterized the
grounds with different particle-size distribution.
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Fig. 3. The surface of local object at the territory of the cutting steppe inCentral
biosphere reservation (the Kursk region) identified by synphasic axes of
georadar profiling.

on the time axis are criteria for identification the boundaries between soil
horizons. The homogeneous soil layer displays the periodical consequence of picks in the amplitude spectrum of reflection from the total
thickness of this layer. The boundaries of horizons coincide with local
amplitude maxima on time axis of the radarogram (Table 1)

However, this algorithmic function makes it difficult to distinguish the signal reflected by a new horizon from the end of the
previous signal. A special technique is required to identify the reflected signals as invariant with respect to different impulse functions [16, 10]. Such a technique takes into account the behavior of
electromagnetic wave in the course of attenuation in the homogenous medium to be smooth or irregular. Besides, according to laws
of electrodynamics the attenuated signal changes its polarity in
case of the wave transition from the medium with low dielectric
permeability and conductivity into that characterized by higher
values of these parameters. The reflected signal becomes stretched
in time. The low conductivity leads to attenuation of signals,
whereas the high conductivity – to their dispersed distortion [10].
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Table 1. Example of soil identification is presented by using as criteria the data
of local amplitude maxima of the reflected signal along the georadar profile
Soil,
Radargram
Pulse
Profile
3D-visualization of
ground,
radarogram
soil humus
horizon
horizon
Southern
chernozemunder
crop A–
Bk–Cк–D

Еypical
сhernozem,
virgin, A–
AB–Bк–
BCk–Ck

In practice it seemed possible to observe that the change in signal
polarity is widely spread in the arable, hay and disturbed lands. The
change in the way of georadar profiling with different polarity was also
observed in the soil cover with solonetz complexes in the Volgograd region. The georadiolocation survey of gullies revealed changes in the signal polarity on southern eroded slopes.
The attenuation duration is determined by physical properties of
the medium. The energetic potential of georadar “Loza-B” is 128 dB, the
radiation power – 50 mBt. In dependence on the particle-size distribution
the sounding depth can be changed to tens meters (in moist clay
grounds – 3–7 m).
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The peculiar behavior of the electromagnetic impulse in soil studies served as a basis for statistical processing of values for signal amplitude with duration of 512 ns. The average value of impulse amplitude is
used as a criterion for soil identification. There are possibilities to assess
variations of this parameter and its dispersion. According to our data the
amplitude variation of reflected impulses can reach 40–90% along the
ways of georadar profiling. The greatest values for the coefficient of amplitude variation are observed in soddy-podzolic and gray forest soils
within the zone of mixed and broad-leaved forests as well as in chestnut
soils of the dry steppe zone (Table 2).
It is possible to observe a definite regularity of changes in average
values for the amplitude of the reflected impulse in dependence on the
natural zone and the land use system. The increased amplitude values
are inherent to virgin lands and those occupied by forest shelterbelts.
The calculation of average values for the impulse amplitude along
the ways of georadar profiling is not a final procedure of soil identification. The existing signal diffraction along the profile and the noise occurrence leave imprint for the final result. Having analyzed vertical and
linear changes in the amplitude of reflected signals the above characteristics of signal serve as a basis for soil verification at the studied territory
by using a definite classifier.
Analytical method of soil identification according to parameters
of spectral density of reflected signals along the ways of georadar profiling. The wave diffraction is caused by the medium heterogeneity. In
such a medium the signal becomes dissipated in different directions and
a part of impulse energy is lost. The visual picture on the screen gets
unclear. The values of reflected signal amplitudes become higher, different frequencies appear in the spectrum, the noise is increased.
Contrary to this process the decrease in values of the amplitude to
be close to harmonic fluctuations makes the system more simple and
leads to its organization. The spectral analysis permits to evaluate this
situation and to divide any electromagnetic signal into simple components. The process of complicated aperiodic and periodic division of signals into simple components is known as Furie analysis. Among attributes of spectral transformation the parameter of signal spectral density is
of great importance.
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Table 2. Statistical processing of reflected signals amplitude along the ways of
georadar profiling in different agricultural areas of the European Chernozem
zone
Soils, agricultural Amount Average Standard Error, Variation coefarea, location
of ways, value of deviation
m
ficient, v, %
n*
amplis
tude 𝑥
Chestnut soils, vir5
128
118
5
93
gin, Volgograd region
Southern cherno5
149
058
3
39
zems, arable land,
Saratov region
Typical
cherno6
112
059
3
53
zems,
cutting
steppe, Kursk region
Typicl chernozems,
6
120
065
3
54
forest shelter, Kursk
region
Typical
cherno9
132
060
3
46
zems, arable land,
Kursk region
Ordinary cherno6
111
066
3
60
zems,
cutting
steppe, Voronezh
region
Ordinary cherno6
128
054
2
42
zems, arable land,
Voronezh region
Ordinary
chrno6
114
077
4
68
zems, forest shelter,
Voronezh region
Gray forest soils, ar5
119
062
3
52
able land, Tula region
Soddy-podzolic
5
137
061
3
45
soils, arable land,
Moscow region
* 512 in track amplitude values.
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Below are given some examples of reflected impulses transformation in several objects occupied by chernozem soils (Fig. 4). Calculations were performed in program Statistica.
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Fig. 4. Changes in spectral density of reflected signals amplitude along the ways
of georadar profiling of chernozems in different agricultural lands.
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The spectral density is quite different. There are objects of
forest shelters, where the data about the average signal density exceed by 1.5 times the identical data about the virgin soils and display a specific dispersed picture on the screen.
Statistical processing made it possible to use the indices of
spectral density as a criterion for soil identification (Fig. 5).

1

2

Fig. 5. Changes in average values of spectral density of reflected impulses along
the ways of georadar profiling of chernozems (1 – ordinary chernozem, Voronezh region; 2 – typical chernozem, Kursk region)

There are linear regressions, in which the data about the spectral density
of impulses are used as factorial features and the parameters of soil indices – as final results. Besides, the relative parameters of spectral density
of the reflected impulse are used as a criterion for soil identification, the
values of which seem approximated to maximal ones in the given georadar profile. Such parameters are used as coefficients of correction for
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real or calculated values of the amplitude, for leveling the impulse diffraction effect. The coefficients of correction are changed in the 0.1-1.0
range.
Values approximation of the reflected signal amplitude by the
method of polimial functions. The proposed method of interpretation permits to identify statistically the soil structures in one point of georadar
profiling. It is rather efficient for identification of dynamic objects including the soils under conditions of the increased signal noises. The
method of polynomial functions is intended to calculate trend in the
amplitude changes. The trend or tendency f(t) is a possible stable regularity observed during the definite period of time. In georadar profiling
the signal duration makes up 512 ns.
Usually the trend is described by a function f(t), as a rule, it is
monotonous and the time is its argument. The trends can be described
by using different equations including linear, logarithmic, etc. In our
case under consideration are polynomial functions of the first and second
order. The factual trend type is determined as based upon the selection
of its functional model by means of statistical methods or smoothing of
initial temporary row, the latter being replaced by calculated data is a
simple method to identify the development tendency. This transformation is known as filtration. Calculation is performed in programs Krot,
Excel, Statistica.
Ascending and descending types of trends are distinguished to reflect changes in the amplitude polarity of reflected impulses in the subsurface medium along the separate georadar ways of profiling. Usually
in the georadar profile there are trends characterized by one signal polarity but it is possible to observe the profiles, in which the trends reveal
the alteration, for instance, in the flat-bottom valley where the chestnut
soils are widely spread. The humus soil horizon on the southern slope
has been washed away, carbonate clayey deposits are exposed. There are
deluvial deposits on the bottom of this valley. The gypsum accumulation
is found at a depth of 3 m.
Initial data of georadar profiling were filtered; under calculation
were trends in the amplitude changes according to polynomes of the second degree for 11 profiling ways. The coefficients of correction for the
signal diffraction were used being changed in the 0.1–1.0 range (Table 3).
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Table 3. Calculated values of the impulse amplitude obtained by approximation
method of polymial functions along the ways of georadar profiling in the flatbottom valley of chestnut soils in the Volgograd region
Time,
Distance between ways, m
ns
0
30
50
70
80
100
Y 0.86y* y 0.40y y 0.66y y 1.00y y 0.82y y 0.88y
001 129 111 164 66 158 104 092 092 150 123 102 90
040 115 099 149 60 132 087 118 118 120 098 107 94
080 100 086 132 53 115 076 131 131 095 078 105 92
120 086 074 118 47 100 066 136 136 075 062 096 84
160 072 062 102 41 095 063 130 130 060 049 084 74
200 060 052 090 36 095 063 112 112 050 041 065 57
240 045 039 078 31 100 066 085 085 045 037 040 35
256 040 034 072 29 104 069 072 072 042 034 030 26
* With coefficient of correction for the diffraction of the reflected impulse.

Verification of new calculated values for the amplitude by using
the coefficient of correction showed a higher correlation of their changes
in dependence on relief elements and slope exposition conditioned by
different moisture amount and eroded upper soil horizons.
In spite of attractive Furie transformation and calculation of trend
models they can serve only as additional options to diagnose the soil
horizons. The field data of bores and soil pits are required to test their
similarity with standard ones.
As a result of data processing was the database included the information on the reflected signal in every meter of the subsurface medium.
To visualize it in program Voxler, the model of amplitude values
was elaborated. The program permits to present the data in 3D measurement.
The 3D imagination of the sounding data is a volume model of the
real studied object. It is impossible to construct such a model for the test
polygonby using traditional methods due to consumption of great expenses, labor and time.
CONCLUSION
Every identified soil horizon represents a simple homogeneous
layer with the specific periodical consequence of picks in the amplitude
spectrum of the total impulse reflection within the thickness of this layer.
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Changes in its thickness are calculated by amplitude maxima. The maximal values of the reflected signals amplitude are criteria for identifying
the boundaries of soil horizons. Transformation of the time axis into the
depth one is implemented by calculation of the distribution speed of electromagnetic waves in every layer. The data generalized according to dielectric permeability of grounds, their functional links with the moisture
and the particle-size distribution of rocks permitted to compile a nomogram to show changes in the speed of the electromagnetic impulse for
different categories of the ground moisture. The calculated indices of
dielectric permeability in grounds and the distribution speed of the impulse in the underground medium are criteria of ground identification
according to their particle-size distribution and moisture.
The assessment of the electromagnetic impulse behavior in the
underground medium allowed using the statistical processing of values
for the signal amplitude as a verification method. Under use is the average value of the impulse amplitude as a criterion for soil identification.
There is a possibility for assessing the variations of this parameter and
its dispersion.
To assess the diffraction of electromagnetic waves in the studied
medium, the heterogeneity of which leads to increasing the noise and
smoothing the boundaries of soil horizons identified in radarograms, the
statistical method of spectral transformation of the reflected impulse amplitude is applicable. The statistical processing permits to use the spectral density as a criterion for identification of boundaries between sol
horizons, calculating the correction coefficients for the signal diffraction.
The soil formation conditions and the land use system can have
influence on possible changes in the trend vector of the reflected impulses amplitude in separate ways of georadar profiling of the soil cover,
Polynomial trend models of these indices make it possible to compare
the results and forecast the behavior of the given soil structures in the
future.
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